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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Vaccination and Censorship: The Truth Will Set Us Free

Analysis by Barbara Loe Fisher

The Center for Countering Digital Hate (CCDH) published a report with false and

misleading information about the Fifth International Public Conference on

Vaccination, which was sponsored by the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC)

!

The anonymously funded CCDH created a defamatory publicity campaign designed to

discredit and destroy NVIC’s small charity

!

NVIC’s pay-for-view digital conference was transparently open to the public and

featured presentations by 51 speakers from the U.S. and other countries discussing

vaccine science, public health policy and law, informed consent and civil liberties

!

The report deceived readers by describing NVIC’s 2020 conference as a meeting

“recently held in private over three days,” which implied secrecy, even though the event

was transparently open to the public

!

CCDH demanded that companies and governments virtually eliminate individuals or

groups publishing information online that fails to align with government and industry

narratives about vaccination and public health policy

!

The right to dissent and exercise freedom of thought, speech and conscience is under

assault in America, even though these cherished civil liberties are codiSed into the Bill

of Rights of the U.S. Constitution

!
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On December 22, 2020, a nonproSt limited company based in Great Britain that calls

itself the Center for Countering Digital Hate (CCDH)  published a report titled "The

Anti-Vaxx Playbook."

It contains false and misleading information about the Fifth International Public

Conference on Vaccination, which was sponsored by the 39-year-old U.S. nonproSt

educational charity the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), and held online in

October 2020. Promotion of the CCDH report resulted in the spreading of fake news

and misinformation by mainline media outlets in Great Britain and the U.S.

NVIC's pay-for-view digital conference  was transparently open to the public and

featured presentations by 51 speakers from the U.S. and other countries discussing

vaccine science, public health policy and law, informed consent and civil liberties.

Dedicated to "Protecting Health and Autonomy in the 21st Century," the conference

was made available on February 2, 2021 for free viewing online. Go to NVIC.org  to

access the conference website and watch all of the presentations.

CCDH Misinformation Campaign Designed to Discredit, Destroy

NVIC

In[uence Watch, which monitors individuals and groups that in[uence  public policy,

describes CCDH as a "London-based advocacy group that targets accused 'hate

groups' and individuals for de-platforming campaigns to remove them from major

social media outlets" and "has ties to the left-wing British Labour Party and British

left-progressivism."

The anonymously funded CCDH also has an o^ce in Washington, D.C. and the
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defamatory publicity campaign created in December 2020 was designed to not only

discredit NVIC's four-decade public record of working within the U.S. democratic

system to secure vaccine safety and informed consent protections in public health

policies and laws, but to destroy our small charity.

The misinformation campaign was spearheaded by the CEO of CCDH, who is a

political operative  personally a^liated with Great Britain's socialist Labour

Party.

The report deceived readers by describing NVIC's 2020 conference as a meeting

"recently held in private over three days," which implied secrecy,  even though the

event was transparently open to the public just like the four previous vaccination

conferences NVIC hosted in 1997, 2000, 2002 and 2009.

One British tabloid read the report and described NVIC's public conference as a

"private conference call" where "secret plans" were plotted to "launch the largest ever

misinformation campaign about vaccines."

Last summer, CCDH published their Srst report alleging that Big Tech companies

operating social media platforms make big proSts by allowing individuals and

organizations criticizing vaccine science, policy and law to message on their

platforms,  and should take stronger action to censor online public conversations

about vaccination that do not conform with the "scientiSc consensus that vaccines

are safe."

That July 2020 report was promoted by mainline media outlets in Britain  and

the U.S.  However, CCDH's report published Sve months later in December 2020,

which created fake news and misinformation about NVIC's conference, contained

even more in[ammatory rhetoric.
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It demonized those who criticize vaccine safety as "malignant actors,"  and CCDH

demanded that companies and governments virtually eliminate individuals or groups

publishing information online that fails to align with government and industry

narratives about vaccination and public health policy.

In that report, CCDH ordered Big Tech companies and governments to censor and

punish dissenters, charging that "anything less than the dismantling of these

individuals' proSles, pages and groups and permanent denial of service, now they

know what is happening, is willing acquiescence."

On January 18, 2021, the anonymously funded CCDH once again publicly attacked the

National Vaccine Information Center, this time for applying for a U.S. Paycheck

Protection Program loan to secure the continued employment of NVIC's 21 workers

during massive nationwide unemployment caused by lockdowns.

The British nonproSt company appeared to suggest that the U.S. government should

not have been viewpoint-neutral in granting relief loans, but should have applied an

ideological litmus test to NVIC's loan request that was made to retain employees

during catastrophic economic hardship caused by lockdowns that have affected

donations to charities.

CCDH CEO Imran Ahmed said, "Lending money to these organizations so they can

prosper is a sickening use of taxpayer money."  Once again, mainline media outlets in

Britain and the U.S. widely promoted CCDH's allegations.

Six months of orchestrated public attacks on NVIC by CCDH have generated hate mail

to our small charity, which was founded and has been led by parents of vaccine-

injured children for four decades.

Strong Freedom of Dissent History in US
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I was born into a post-World War II generation in the U.S., a generation known for

challenging the status quo and exercising the right to dissent, which is protected

under the U.S. Constitution.

Whether it was advocating for the right to listen to rock 'n' roll and joining antinuclear

protests in the 1950s,  or marching in support of civil rights and opposing an

undeclared war in Asia in the 1960s,  or women Sghting for equal opportunity and

pay and consumer activists working for environmental protection and car safety laws

in the 1970s,  or mothers protesting against drunk drivers  and choosing a

drug-free birth and breastfeeding for their babies in the 1980s,  the baby boomer

generation has been known for exercising freedom of thought and speech. 

Contentious social, political and health issues of the 20th century sparked heated

debates on college campuses,  where students could still explore, critique and

openly search for truth, and in mainline newspapers, magazines and radio and

television stations, where point/counterpoint examination of controversial topics was

the hallmark of good journalism because public debate is the hallmark of free speech.

The America where I grew up in the mid-20th century was a beacon of hope for

people living behind the Iron Curtain  and in other totalitarian or authoritarian

societies,  where exercise of freedom of thought, speech and conscience and the

right to dissent and peacefully assemble and petition the government for redress of

grievances had been eliminated, where people had been turned into silent indentured

servants working to serve a small ruling class in control of the state.

Statists, who believe that economic control and planning must be in the hands of a

highly centralized government,  are always afraid of the truth, afraid that people

armed with knowledge will act together to challenge control of the state by a powerful

and privileged few.
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Without Debate, Without Criticism 'No Republic Can Survive'

I was in junior high school when President John F. Kennedy addressed the American

Newspaper Publishers Association in 1961. He said:

"Without debate, without criticism no administration and no country can

succeed and no republic can survive. That is why the Athenian lawmaker

Solon decreed it a crime for any citizen to shrink from controversy.

And that is why our press was protected by the First Amendment — the only

business in America speciAcally protected by the Constitution — not primarily

to amuse and entertain, not to emphasize the trivial and the sentimental, not

to simply 'give the public what it wants' — but to inform, to arouse, to reEect,

to state our dangers and our opportunities, to indicate our crises and our

choices, to lead, mold, educate and sometimes even anger public opinion."

He closed with these words:

"So it is to the printing press — to the recorder of man's deeds, the keeper of

his conscience, the courier of his news — that we look for strength and

assistance, conAdent that with your help, man will be what he was born to be:

free and independent."

That speech given 60 years ago was a ringing endorsement for freedom of the press.

Yet, in the 21st century, it is becoming clear that there are political operatives and

corporations seeking to censor freedom of thought and speech by citizen journalists

publishing analysis and perspective on the worldwide web, an electronic

communications network that has been the world's biggest forum for free speech

over the past quarter century.
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Right to Dissent, Freedom of Speech Under Assault in America

The right to dissent  and exercise freedom of thought, speech and conscience  is

under assault in America,  even though these cherished civil liberties are codiSed

into the Bill of Rights of the U.S. Constitution. And civil liberties are under assault

internationally in other nations with representative democracies, as well.

Today, political operatives are pressuring government, media corporations and other

institutions to eliminate freedom of speech, especially public conversations about

vaccine science, policy and law.

Spirited public debate about vaccine safety and mandatory vaccination laws has been

going on for more than two centuries.  What is the justiScation for censoring that

public conversation now and punishing those who engage in it with economic and

social sanctions?

And if the public conversation about vaccination and health can be censored, what

topic will be the next one put on the "no [y" list?

NVIC: Working to Reform Vaccine Policy and Law for Decades

I am a co-founder and president of the highly rated nonproSt educational charity

established in 1982 and known today as the National Vaccine Information Center.

Our mission is to prevent vaccine injuries and deaths through public education. NVIC

does not make vaccine use recommendations. We advocate for the human and legal

right to make informed and voluntary decisions about vaccination without being

coerced or punished for the decision made.

Our not-for-proSt charitable organization was established for one reason: We were

mothers and fathers of children brain injured by the highly reactive pertussis vaccine
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in the DPT shot and we wanted a safer pertussis vaccine to replace the one that had

hurt our children. That goal was accomplished after 14 years of consumer advocacy

when a less reactive acellular pertussis (DTaP) vaccine was licensed for babies in the

U.S. in 1996.

We also wanted parents to have access to accurate and full information about the

risks and complications of both diseases and vaccines before children are

vaccinated, so parents and pediatricians could work together to identify those

children who are more susceptible to vaccine reactions and protect their health.

That is why we worked with Congress to secure vaccine safety informing, recording,

reporting and research provisions in the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of

1986, a law in which the U.S. government o^cially acknowledged for the Srst time

that vaccine safety should be made a national priority because federally licensed and

recommended and state mandated childhood vaccines can and do cause permanent

injuries and even death for some children.

We are not all the same. We do not all react the same way to pharmaceutical

products,  which is why our organization has strongly supported research into

genetic, epigenetic, environmental and other risk factors that make some individuals

more susceptible to adverse responses to vaccination.

We believe every life is important, and that the lives of those harmed by vaccines and

infectious diseases should be equally valued and protected.

We believe that consumer advocacy has and should continue to play an active role in

holding pharmaceutical companies and government agencies accountable for

vaccine product safety, and we are dedicated to working responsibly within the

democratic system of this Constitutional Republic to make health policy and law safer

and more effective for everyone.
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Since 1988, I and other NVIC representatives have served as consumer members of

the National Vaccine Advisory Committee, FDA Vaccines & Related Biological

Products Advisory Committee, Advisory Commission on Childhood Vaccines, Vaccine

Policy Analysis Collaborative and other federal and state public engagement projects

discussing vaccine science, policy and law issues with vaccine developers, federal

and state health o^cials, medical trade and pharmaceutical industry representatives,

and members of other nonproSt organizations.

My 22 years of service as a consumer member on federal advisory committees and

public engagement projects includes four years as a member of the Institute of

Medicine Vaccine Safety Forum at the National Academy of Science, where I helped

to coordinate public workshops on vaccine science, policy and law issues  and was

an editor for the report on Risk Communication and Vaccination published by the

National Academy Press. That report importantly stated:

"The goal that all parties share regarding vaccine risk communication should

be informed decision making. Consent for vaccination is truly 'informed'

when the members of the public know the risks and beneAts and make

voluntary decisions.

The discussion of mandatory vaccination at the workshop suggested that it

may interfere with informed consent and may damage trust and deter

effective communication, and thus needs to be carefully weighed against its

beneAts."

We believe the human right to freedom of thought, speech and conscience should be

respected, not devalued. As public health regulations and laws are being created

during the coronavirus pandemic to restrict or eliminate civil liberties,  we should be

encouraging people to have civil conversations about vaccination, health and

autonomy. Americans should be welcomed by legislators to participate in — not be
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shut out of — the democratic law making process.

When people feel disenfranchised and believe that those in power do not care about

their lives or the lives of their children, that is when trust in government is lost and

people let fear, anger and despair control their actions. Empowering people with

knowledge and the hope they can help effect meaningful change if they do it in a

rational and constructive way has always been one of NVIC's guiding principles.

Fifth International Public Conference on Vaccination Features

Principled, Courageous Speakers

I want to thank the generous sponsors and attendees of the Fifth International Public

Conference on Vaccination: Protecting Health and Autonomy in the 21st Century, who

helped to make it Snancially possible for NVIC to host a virtual conference last fall.

The conference had been scheduled for two years to be held in October 2020 in a

hotel in the Washington, D.C. area. When travel and social distancing restrictions were

enacted in the spring of 2020, we had to make a choice between canceling the

conference or pivoting to a pay-for-view online public conference.

We chose to hold the conference online because we knew that the controversial

issues being debated in the public square this year needed a public forum where well-

anchored information and perspective could be presented.

We owe a debt of gratitude to the more than two dozen principled and courageous

scientists, physicians, holistic health professionals, authors, attorneys, faith leaders,

parents of vaccine injured children and civil and human rights activists, who represent

diverse areas of expertise and participated in our conference.
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NVIC Will Not Abandon Our Mission

No matter how many political operatives, corporations and institutions threaten and

try to discredit NVIC and our work in order to silence us, we will not abandon our 40-

year mission dedicated to preventing vaccine injuries and deaths through public

education and defending the ethical principle of informed consent. We are moving

forward with faith and resolve that we can secure a future for America that protects

health and autonomy in the 21st century.

Because we know that if the state can tag, track down and force individuals against

their will to be injected with biologicals of known and unknown toxicity today, then

there will be no limit on which individuals' freedoms the state can take away in the

name of the greater good tomorrow.

Be the one who never has to say you did not do today what you could have done to

change tomorrow. It's your health. Your family. Your choice. And our mission

continues. No forced vaccination. Not in America.

 

premiademar14

premiademar14 has deleted the comment.

 

Almond

This is about good and evil--and a race against time to see which side will Snish Srst.  It is also

about the courage of enlightened individuals refusing to go along.  It will take many people starting

with the small things they are capable of doing.  I know, each day, I feel like I am hit with a sneaker

wave and still left wondering when the next wave will come.  So much happening in rapid

succession.  That is why it is even more important for each of us to set moral and spiritual

https://articles.mercola.com/members/premiademar14/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
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priorities and be prepared to resist and hold the line.  Resisters still greatly outnumber bureaucrats.

I feel pretty good this year about working for myself, to provide for my own needs and not showing

enough income to pay income tax.  I am not withdrawing my skills from society, but I am deciding

with strategic precision where I will apply them and how to help others help themselves.  Sadly, this

means we will not be hiring for our business, but taking at least a year off.  Fewer jobs in the

community.  We will see how long it takes the politicians to notice the loss of tax revenue.  I am

just not in the mood to purchase more government.  I am not obligated to support such massive

corruption.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Wenonah02

I have been thinking that too! That PSzer vax seems to be the catalyst or Snal 'load' that elderly and

frail patients cannot cope with - and tips them over the edge into their demise. And NO - it's not OK!

or of no consequence; every day of life is precious.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

ghTnn

The young ones get the vaccine to sterilize. Hmmm is this the old ‘reduces world  population’

conspiracy theory? Awful funny how these theories all come to life. Hate? I have not seen hate like

this in my entire lifetime. Mention the name ‘TRUMP’ and watch the actual foaming at the mouth

loosing it! Your right, we have a daily rule to start “with a hug” 

! !

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Elleanee
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Good people, this interview of vaccine expert, Dr Carrie Madej, is mind blowing. Warning: only for

the brave. I’m very serious. She delves into speciScs like nothing I’ve heard before. Thank you all

for your always extremely intelligent and informed comments.

www.brighteon.com/ae5869f9-7e63-443b-a2f8-5ff7b92c56c5

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Yes! A long time ago.  Gabriel Garcia Marquez wrote "One Hundred Years of Solitude" about a

mythical city that suffers a series of plagues: insomnia, war, rain and pestilence, the last piece of

Sction I read until recently. Never made the connection to today's time and place. No imperial

evidence is stronger than burning books, burning witches, destroying alchemists' labs, destruction

of information (and censorship) to lose critical connections to ancestral knowledge of nature and

answers to today's conditions. Instead, we've inherited false theories and FACT CHECKER'S have

nothing on warped theories repeatedly coming out of Rockefeller Medicine.

Here's a recent video with a history lesson on Forbidden Health Information that goes back further

and shows this disappeared as Rockefeller Medicine took hold in the 1930's. While clearly written

into older texts, this magically disappeared! Even shows what the PCR test machines look like!

Fascinating, hang on past attributes to astrological signs to get to biochemistry here - Oxygen, K

and more: www.bitchute.com/.../AursZKOswan0

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

Unlike what you hear on the 25th of December every year, the BBC E.R broadcast that I call the

queens peach, though it is not palatable to some with more discerning tastes, Barbara Loe Fishers

talk above is a peach of a speech. She is a princess of truth married to a prince of loyal love and

righteousness and kisses together when it concerns vaccines.

https://www.brighteon.com/ae5869f9-7e63-443b-a2f8-5ff7b92c56c5
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AursZKOswan0/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/ICONOCLAST/default.aspx
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

00

Ellene, Is this true??  Your video is just incredible, Srst, it's easy to understand... but that the fetal

cell line that is used for the vaccination has to come from a living baby, then they kill it??? My gosh,

can't be true. Here it is again: www.brighteon.com/ae5869f9-7e63-443b-a2f8-5ff7b92c56c5

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Darzoum

Back in the 60s and 70s, it was often considered something of a point of pride to be a non-conformist

and to express oneself freely, with uniqueness and originality.  While the political “right” certainly had

its own ideals revolving around “rugged individualism,” often exempliSed by iconic, self-reliant heroes

in movie westerns, the particular strain of counter-culturalism at that time arose primarily from the

“left.”  Concomitant with that spirit of dissent and freedom of speech were often strong “back to

nature” values that found expression in environmentalism and natural/organic foods.  It would not

recognize as its own today’s suppression of freedom of speech, mono-cropping Roundup-ready GMO

foods, or the idea that you might have to submit to the medical establishment’s dictates to earn

freedom of movement.  

What is supposedly the political “left” today has lost the plot.  Strikingly, it obsesses with monitoring

speech to such a degree as to think nothing of censoring whatever it deems “hateful,” or even

distasteful.  Whatever vaunted “progressive” ideal allows it to contribute its part in medical tyranny, or

blocking open, honest vaccination debate, remains undisclosed.  It seems that “liberals” no longer

understand liberty, and so, no longer go by that name… but that’s progress.  Where does it end?  What

are the limits of speech control?  Ban the spoken word and the thought still remains.  Then they’ll need

a neural hook-up to ferret-out the thought.  But what if the suspect might have the thought, or once had

the thought?  They’ll have to Rube Goldberg a Neuralink to a time machine before they’re happy.  Is

there such a machine?  Maybe not, but you can be sure they’re working on it.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/00/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

shannonaz

Your take is spot on.  The "left" of today is not the "left" of yesteryear.  It has lost the plot! Obama

looked the other way & gave Monsanto a free ride.  High Tech has taken over the left right in its

own backyard of Cupertino & Austin....liberals relying on the state to save them cannot understand

why you would even question a Covid Vax.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

in the 60s I never regarded myself as "left radical" but like Hunter Thompson and Ken Kesey we

regarded ourselves as "Right Radical" - this was a feature of the 60s revolt against stereotyping

and the radicalization of the counterculture

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Almond

Stanley and all... The language has been hijacked.  Back in the 60's "liberal" and "progressive"

meant something entirely different.  These were the people who believed in education, hard work,

patriotism and going to the moon.  It was a time of hopes and dreams.  Art, music and culture

[ourished.  

It was a very simplistic and dualistic world in terms of many things, like knowing right from wrong.

 It may not have been perfect in many ways, but as the baby boom generation, we could ride our

bikes, walk to and from school and play in the park without worrying about being abducted.

 Children were not covered by minimum wage, but we could still have a lemonade stand without

being harassed about getting a permit and paying taxes.  We may have eaten a lot of crap, but I am

https://articles.mercola.com/members/shannonaz/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Almond/default.aspx
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not sure it was so much worse than the Standard American Diet of today.  I don't think we could

have even understood or wrapped our brains around things like transgendered boys in girls

restrooms.  It was so far beyond our youthful experience that you would have had to take a long

time to explain it to us.

We had a different kind of surveillance.  If we got in trouble in school, it was likely our parents

would hear about it even before we got home.  Neighbors and relatives were free to set limits for

undisciplined children.  We had responsibilities and chores to do and we were held accountable.

 Our lives held natural consequences and there were no "safe spaces".  Reality was accepted and

we learned to work cope and solve our problems.  The most derogatory thing you could say about a

person was that he was a lazy SOB.  Neighbors would also watch out for each other.  Your

neighbors were your insurance policy.  It was not such a litigious world where people were afraid to

get involved. Today, we have lost any semblance of social structure and respect for our traditions

and heritage. Our institutions are collapsing.  Too many people seek immediate gratiScation and

self-indulgence.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Dr.Steven

Perfectly articulated, Darzoum. I'm old enough to remember the 60s and 70s liberals (and

Democrats) which parallel today's liberals and Democrats in name only. Not satisSed with control

of the government, now they seek to literally destroy or shut down news outlets that challenge their

oppressive, not progressive, agenda. I don't hesitate to use the term Marxist to describe the trends

in todays'  so-called "progressives" because that is exactly the philosophy underlying these

movements. A monolithic, controlling ideology and suppression of debate, as we see happening to

Dr. Mercola and other natural health allies, and alternative views about the virus and evidence

challenging the prevailing narratives about "cases" and "deaths," is but one of many signs of a

dangerous path at odds with the constitution and foundational American values. We see the same

throughout Western Europe, with the UK in particularly dire straits. This does not bode well for

freedom. Perhaps once they attempt to pass Covid-19 vaccination mandates, which seems likely,

people will wake up and start Sghting.
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Chris65

No they are exactly the same. Liberals such as those behind the Masonic French Revolution till

today have never been about liberty. They are about putting a bullet in the back of the head of

anyone that disagrees with them.  From the London banking tribe that created The Creature from

Jekyll Island, manufactured the suffragettes,  Snanced the Bolshevik revolution and started WWI

and WWII, the Oppenheimers  in South Africa that Snanced  the ANC and Marxist Mandela, while

projecting their criminality onto true victims.  With the likes of Susan Rosenbergs being behind

organizations like BLM,  it's becoming more apparent to many the activities of the Synagogue of

Satan.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Astonished

My favorite accusation is “racist,” because even theoretically “intelligent” parties adamantly protest

the label. Ethologist Vilmos Csanyi proved already in 1964 that humans are pack animals. The

corollary is that humans are inherently racists. Only fools and liars deny it. It’s not an accident that

psychologists emulate human behavior with rats. Oh, well, their experiments might not always be

relevant; sometimes rats seem to be better than humans.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Cabochon

“The language has been hijacked”,  as you say,  Almond.  I had thought the concept too deep for

some - to quote my own post in a recent reply to Darzoum, (February 4th) but I see you have
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belatedly picked up on the idea:  “The language of common parlance has been highjacked and the

real meaning of words surreptitiously changed to fool the sheeple into accepting changes imposed

on them without their consent”.  Thanks for developing my very pertinent theme to extend it to  the

words “liberal” and “progressive” which as you point out no longer mean what they meant in

previous decades.  I would also include the terms “conservative” and “left wing” as they may mean

entirely different things now  - at least in the realm of UK politics.  

While the present Conservative government in the UK is more left wing than the left wing, the “left

wing” Labour party is no different from the ruling or any other party in that they all go along with

the o^cial narrative as dictated by the technocratic coup d’etat, Agenda 21, the Trilateral

Commission, Great Reset, call it what you will.  Applied to American politics, the term

“conservative” appears to refer to President Trump’s attempt to conserve and resurrect traditional

American ideas of freedom and independence as described in the Constituition.  But please don’t

hijack this idea of mine, as U.S. politics may be deliberately designed to confuse as is the present

UK political landscape.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Wenonah02

I like that Darzoum - especially, 'Ban the spoken word - and thought still prevails! - So true!

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

Chris65 - Hitler killed 6 million Jews and you now blame the Jews for being GASSED by his regime

~ you are truly BRAIN DEAD and need psychiatric help

Astonished  - "corollary" is deSned as a "proposition that follows from a proposition that is already

proved" ~ so you cite Csanyi as "proving" that humans are "pack animals" and then state that it

logically follows that if we accept that humans are "pack animals" then it follows that we are all
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"racists" ~ God you sprout bullshit

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Good_Hands

To the subject of language, I have noticed that in recent years the rhetoric deployed by the left has

been carefully crafted to be nothing short of forced conscription. They say, "If you're not part of the

solution, then you're part of the problem," and they expand on that by "sign posting" that if you are

not actively opening your mouth against racists and similar types then you are complicit in

furthering the racist agenda -- an attempt at forcing you into the war. They also contend that

everyone is racist by virtue of the fact that we live in a society which is inherently racist. By that

measure, no human being, no matter how loving and accepting, can escape being racist and

therefore must submit to anti-racist training where they learn to use speciSc words and to accept

that everything they do and say can, and probably is, hurtful to someone else. Forced conscription

in a war of which I want no part.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

cat6071

I was thinking about this very same issue Darzoum!  Main difference is the dumbing down of

society starting with the 'programming' of TV shows.  Look at the musicians and activists in the

60's!  Now most teens are too busy looking at their phones and worrying about how many people

'like' them I'm afraid.  A friend keeps posting info on FB, and she's an older [ower child, and states

that many arrests have been made at D.C.  I don't know.  I guess she listens to Charlie Ward.  

Personally I don't believe this will end up being mandated.  Too many are falling ill and dying from

the Toxic Jab.   I have a calm over me when I think about it....and I'm really intuitive.  I'm  just so

glad to be able to share my music and silly banter onstage!  Take it easy you guys and turn on

some music!  Especially music from the 60's and 70's.
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

Good hands ~ society has a wide range of prejudice and xenophobia is patently obvious - however

the discernment of preference is a human right ~ I cannot have friendships and alliances forced

upon me as my taste in all matters human and edible and appreciative are functions of my

individual response to familiar recognition ~ everyone is human and no one is more human than

another ~ this is the basis for a diversiSed society that makes adjustments and grows to embrace

all aspects of humanity ~ to cite racism as ordinary is to refuse to recognize your own humanity

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

MarilynSh

They all got old and rich and fat, now they are cowering conformists.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

nothingsound

Where are those people today?  I’m of that generation and I feel so often alone.  Alone.  People line

up to do what they are told ... they don’t question, they don’t use any of their intelligence. My

neighbor across the street was laid up with covid for two weeks.  Before she got it; she wasn’t

going to have anything to do with the vaccine; after she’s all for it because her doctor put the fear

of covid into her.  “Oh, you could it again just as bad,” What? So I sent her several articles from

Mercola, CHD, and a couple of others. She isn’t getting the vaccine and is trying to convince her

parents not to.  She wants to know her doctor did not tell her these truth about the vaccine.

 Informed Consent.  Demand it.  Use Due Diligence demand it of yourself. There are many who not

get the vaccine, or gene therapy as I call it.   Be strong and courageous...speak the truth but speak
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it in love but that doesn’t mean be soft. Support those who are Sghting for us!

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Randyfast

"Where does it end?  What are the limits of speech control?". Ask me again at the end of the year,

David! The "answer" should be much clearer by then.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Sgtmom

I live in Boulder, CO. I cannot believe the level of conformity in that town. Once known as crazy

nonconformists, it’s now crazy with conformity. I’ve been screamed at in stores for mask refusal

and people are bundled up in masks and hoodies in mid summer. I once loved this town so much. I

utterly despise it now.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Good_Hands

Stanley, ironically, those who scream about diversity are ultimately unhappy until we all behave in

the same manner. Insanity. Cat, perhaps we need a Covid Chillout Playlist?

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Darzoum
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Cabochon, I can assure you there is not a “Cabochon” stage to my thinking, nor has there been for

50 years, whether in private journals or published writings, wherein I have expressed similar ideas.

 Please disabuse yourself of that self-importance, as expressed by such phrases as “thanks for

developing my very pertinent theme” or “please don’t hijack this idea of mine.”  Is it really so

far-fetched to you that thoughtful people can look upon the very same world and arrive at similar

insights.  Do you presume that people who have expressed much the same, throughout time, and

certainly well before you and me, are also getting their ideas from you?  It might do you good to

just drop the entire concept of “my ideas” and just keep to the work of pursuing the truth.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

balhawk

On point, as usual.   Though much of the progressive anti-corporate wing of the left (many of

whom are holistically inclined) is indeed hip to the vaccine scam, the mainstream left has by and

large become anything but liberal, in the genuine sense personiSed by FDR who sagely observed

there was "nothing to fear but fear itself", JFK, RFK, and now RFK, Jr.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Chris65

Stanley thanks for your input. On a side. I don't know why but you always remind me of Stanley

from 3's company. Ah good times.. More to the point, you didn't refute or correct anything I stated .

You either didn't want to or couldn't and resorted to sophistry and emotion. At least though we

seem to have agreed on one point. Who the SoS are.   3's company. Ah good times.

Posted On 02/07/2021
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Its_All_Light

The CCDH is yet another tentacle of the beast that is strangling truth and freedom.  Pure evil is

rampant throughout such groups and has infected governments everywhere.  Meanwhile the

unenlightened sheeple just meekly do what they're told.  I see a glimmer of hope however, as more and

more people are moving away from mainstream media, beginning to ask questions and beginning to

connect the dots.  Never has it been more true what Orwell said,  "in times of universal deceit, telling

the truth becomes a revolutionary act".

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

dietcurious

The trouble is "THE TRUTH" is not an absolute and self-evident notion, it is subject to/of

INTERPRETATION!  Look how the enormous, and completely extraordinary measures implemented

to "protect the 2020 election" are interpreted as diametrical opposites on both sides of the

spectrum - and both are fully convinced that this is "the truth".  Which ideology prevails here today

is a matter of historical luck of the draw (think of the generations that had to live through the world

wars!).  If only people had the wisdom to learn from past history... (at least that small percentage

of the world population that enjoy some freedom of thought and action).

In response to "Astonished":  "... there is always a stable hierarchy of values".  Now, are we talking

Plato's values, Lenin's values, Saul Alinsky's values, El Chapo's values, the current Pope's values,

Hollywood's values, the Amish community's values?  "The Truth"  frequently appears different from

1915 through 1960 to 2001.  One expects at least Good and Evil to be Absolutes, but then - go ask

The Taliban and most of us will again disagree. In response to "mirandola":  "In real truth there is

clarity, right from wrong,..."  If that were the case, why would things ever get tumultuous?

Posted On 02/06/2021
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Astonished

Dietcurious: you are beating on an old dead horse by insinuating that the truth is relative. Only the

present exists, which is inSnitely shorter than a [eeting moment. In the presence, there is always a

stable hierarchy of values. People who believe that the values are relative do it, because they don’t

realize that their intellectual capacity is inSnitely smaller than the one needed to Sgure things out.

They resemble the drunk, who cannot keep his balance, but prefers to believe that the earth is

moving beneath his feet.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

mirandola

Thank you It's_All_Light! Very well articulated and hits the center of the bullseye! Gratitude. I think

people have a thought in the back of their head: "It will never happen to me". What if they are

wrong? What if they are the exact people who suffer such extraordinary side effects as natural

medicine would NEVER cause, such as convulsions, paralysis, palsy, anaphylaxis? Yet those are the

very things being reported with regard to the false and misleadingly misnamed "vaccines", which

really are genetic modiScation and a pure recipe for autoimmune attack. With petroleum-derived

polyethylene glycol shot into our veins, to boot! Then the thugs call the naturopaths the quacks. I

think it is time to turn the tables and point the Sngers right back! Surely we citizens  have Every

Right to be concerned about side effects! Submit and don't object? That is just pure violence. It is

time to punish these thugs, in a court of law! Who said that BigPharma's critical role is to harm

people, and no talking?

As for "Strangling truth and freedom" thank you for calling it exactly what it is. Once again people

think they are above it all. But when a US Senator voted for the police/FBI empowering Patriot Act

and found himself the subject of a warrantless search,  he Sguratively speaking, screamed bloody

murder. So a US Senator thought this law would never clamp down on *him* eh? So what about the

truth and freedom stranglers? They will never be affected? They are probably wrong.

It sounds to me like the CCDH is deceptively misnamed. It is a hate organization, judging from the

way Dr Mercola has written about its actions previously.  Dietcurious, as for truth being open to
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interpretation, that is just nonsense. Evil lies with truth, using a grain of it to distort the message. In

real truth, there is clarity, right from wrong,  boundaries. "By the fruits shall ye know them". Anybody

who wants to be wishy-washy or distort the truth, is not working with the truth. All there is to it.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

paultdale

Jesus said: I am the Way the Truth and the Life. Follow him. And in following Him you will discern

good from evil.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

balhawk

Right, on, IAL.  Let's keep in mind that people ARE rejecting the media lies in droves.  As of now

about half of caregivers are refusing the COVID jabs, and increasing numbers are refusing to

administer them as they observe the ensuing holocaust. There are still many people who trust their

own senses, and the truth also spreads quickly in times of deceit.  As people are seeing things they

recently laughed off as "conspiracy theorist lunacy" actually coming to pass, so they begin to see

things ain't quite as they've been led to believe.  Our task is to remain calmly conSdent in our

judgment and facts, and let the deluded be the hysterical ones, as more and more people continue

to connect the dots.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

dietcurious. Pontious Pilate...What is truth? Then washes his hands. Not interested in the truth.

Shrugs off responsibility .Same today people cannot or will not face the truth but only what suits
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their subjective "reasoning".

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

nojusticenopeace

Thanks for your post Its -All-Light.  George Orwell and Aldous Huxley both seemed to have

knowledge of what societies would become. Most of this move toward authoritarianism has been

under way for quite some time. Both authors have lots of insightful quotes and of course their

writings. I did some research and found and interesting article that elucidates the backgrounds of

both men and a very plausible reason as to why they their writing seem to be prophetic. The best

information is in the comment section as is often the case. The very Srst comment explains that

both Orwell and Huxley were members of the Fabian Society and much more. I apologize if you are

already familiar with this information hopefully it will be interesting and useful to others. Cheers.

pennyforyourthoughts2.blogspot.com/2013/03/aldous-huxley-letter-to-geo..

Posted On 02/07/2021

 

stanleybecker

the Center for Countering Digital hate is a Pharma or should I say "Harma" Front Group that does not

bode well for the implementation of a UK labor socialist Program ~ these ANTI DEMOCRATIC pressure

groups want to modify humanity so that the capacity to think individually is suppressed and in its place

a hacked transhuman Slave Class will be established that understands Big Brother's edict "YOU WILL

OBEY"  and "YOU WILL DO AS YOU ARE TOLD" ~ no disguise of manufactured intentions will be

required ~ the Modern Slave will have No Rights apart from the Right to Die ~

Pharma /Gates desires two distinct classes ~ those that CONTROL { a tiny minority}  and those {greatly

reduced Masses} that will function as  SERVANTS and CHATTEL in the hands of those that "CALL THE

SHOTS"  ~ where will this take us as a human species ?? ~ we will be altered from psychically inspired

 potential  to materially constructed Human Capital ~ our Sxed role will be as a SLAVE CLASS
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exclusively ~ reproduction when allowed will be by license only ~ the family structure will become

obsolete    ~ VACCINATIONS will become a Delivery System for digital CONTROL mechanisms for the

internalization of Digital Control  ~ humans are being designed to be inferior robots that are nothing

more than CYPHERS ~ the Slave Masters have a plan and "YOU WILL OBEY".

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

shannonaz

Right Stanley. They have been prepping for this even in pop culture.   Check out Celine Dion's

creepy globalist commercial for "Gender Neutral" baby cloths from 2018.   She starts out by saying:

 "Our children, they are not really our children, as we are all just links in a never-ending chain"....

What she is really saying is our children belong to the state....as in slaves.  And notice the nano

particle smart dust she blows on the babies.  There is a deeper meaning & symbolism to this

commercial & it is connected to what is going on now with this plandemic & digital control.  This

video commercial is pure evil: www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Dr.Steven

Well said, Stan. I assume the unnamed funders of this organization include the Gates Foundation

and other globalist entities. It is clearly a front group that, like many leftist-Marxists, uses the word

"hate" to silence and delegitimize alternative views or anyone who challenges their narratives.

What you describe so well is what I call the new Feudal system: the LORDs being the globalists,

corrupt politicians, Big Pharma and Big Tech with compliant media; the rest of us are the Serfs.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

stanleybecker
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shannon ~ I read Celine's Wikipedia entry ~ she had three children by in vitro fertilization with a

man who was 26 years older than her and the only other fact that seems of interest is that she was

a bulimia nervosa and anorexia nervosa fashion victim who "threw up after every meal" ~ as to her

range of children's clothes ~ they look like they were designed by an adult for the adult market

which has a resonance of pedophiliac vibration ~ the "story" that this commercial relates "makes

no sense" ~ I think her Cirque Du Soleil acquaintances wrote this for her because this is not what a

regular mother would dream up and market as a children's clothing product ~ a very bad

advertisement that does not portray Ms Dion in a positive light ~ whoever advised her to put this

out has done her a serious misservice

hi Doc ~ yes, a Feudal System that updates feudalism so that it now has a technocratic edge that

intensiSes surveillance and is an advance on the "truth drugs" that supposedly allowed for

galvonomic veriSability of skin reactions - Philip K D ick in Blade Runner shows a form of eye test

that  was the polygraph test  " What is a polygraph test? In short, polygraph tests record a number

of different bodily responses which can then be used to determine whether someone is telling the

truth. They usually measure things like blood pressure, changes in a person's breathing, and

sweating on the palms" ~ now technocracy has deemed the polygraph as inferior to the neurolink

that directly forces the brain to reveal its thoughts and will eventually replace the brain with

"thought control" ~ this is the theory anyhow and this is what the SERFS of the near future will have

to contend with

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

mirandola

Stanleybecker, I was just writing on It's_All_Light's thread, how people think "It will never happen to

me" and what the tyrants dish out, will come back to them too. And above all, I truly do believe that

the genetic modiScation "vaccine" truths are now Snally going to come out. There will be too much

harm, too many deaths for even the mainstream media to be able to suppress the truth. The

tragedy of this is, how many losses and violent side effects will we have to endure before the dams

Snally break? I can't stand this. I worry for my loved ones now, like never before.
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi mirandola - to answer your question "how long" ~ I don't know but I do believe that it is a powder

keg that awaits ignition

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

paultdale

Put your trust in God. He will deliver you.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

steventexas

The more I see people in masks the more disgusted I get.  It is an outward sign of ignorance, willful

submission void of reason and fear.  You can see it in their eyes.  Mankind is in the process of

extinction, can we survive?

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Randyfast

Utterly disgusting! These "pea brains" are becoming even more brain damaged, due to lack of

oxygen and breathing back pathogens and carbon dioxide from their stupid and useless muzzles!
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Marago

Agree!  And I don’t even want to be around them because they are compromising their own health

by being muzzled all the time.  I am fascinated by those masked up, who walk out from a store, into

fresh air, then, get in their car, still masked up and drive away.  OR, worse, those people, all by

themselves, taking a walk, biking or jogging wearing the stupid mask.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

jamNjim

I laugh every time I see someone by themselves, driving in their car, with a mask on!! Or they will be

outside walking their dog with a mask on! When I see them I ask them why they don't have a mask

on their dog. The dog is smarter than they are.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

A few days ago someone eavesdropping on my conversation where I was making comments about

mask wearing and intruded with his ignorant comment got a very sharp rebuttal and had to walk

away, also tonight while passing by a home through the window I saw a woman wearing a mask.

Ah yes she must have been doing a dress rehearsal of a bank robbery.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

nojusticenopeace
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Hi steventexas, I totally agree the mask aka face diapers are the ultimate sign of consent and

submission. The psychopaths have had  years of planning, Event 201 and Clade X are just the more

recent and available to view planning meeting. It disgusst me when I have to do errands seeing the

inhuman environment that the masks have purposely ( trans-human agenda ) produced and people

just herding along wanting to  belong to the herd of the ignorant and simple minded not even

bothering to do a bit of research and discover that masks are not protecting them but in fact can

have serious negative health consequences. Here in So Cal. we still have many wearing masks in

their cars by themselves, working out with masks, wearing outside is mandated ( which is not a law

) most I think trust and will not  challenge the authorities that they beLIEve are keeping  them

"safe". Those that do survive will be the ones that resisted the tyranny, oppression and control of

our bodies. Hopefully the truth seekers  will prevail. The controllers at the top which are the very

powerful Jesuits/Jesuit Order ( Hitler was very fond of them ) are also satanist and they are not

even close to done yet. So strap in and resist.

Posted On 02/07/2021

 

chiffonoh

Nothing says I'm sure of my position, quite like deleting everyone that provides evidence to disprove it.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

juststeve

Yes. language has been captured, it is a continuous thing as the powerful plan for generations, and the

99% plan for Saturday night. Watch as most likely no matter what camp you may have been convinced

you belong in, the narrative will most likely be "we have got to move to the Center, the Middle." Well

there is their phony middle & the  real Center or Middle." Their Center they're aggressively moving to

hang onto is to keep the status quo & attempting to offer 'help.' At the same time to continue to shut

down anything from the real Center. Their Center imposes toxic, chemical soaked food like substances
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actually swords of war creating deserts, our Center creates healthy Living Soils locally, producing

foods superior to "medicines." This also creates short stable supply lines in any event or catastrophe.

Their Center holds onto a non-healthcare system maintaining disease & dampening symptoms giving

us dull, dampened lives & a prolonged death process. Their Center distracts us to chase money,

numbers on a spread sheet, our Center creates actual real wealth, healthy living soils, air, water & living

space. Their Center creates division & turmoil to divide & weaken, to conquer. Our Center creates unity

not only among ourselves, but with Creation, the cycles of Creation. We are Life Gardeners, True Wealth

Gardeners, True Health Gardeners as we apply what and where we can Locally & further if possible

those things supporting the Pillars of Life -  the Foundations of Life, this makes us Foundation

Gardeners. A society based not just on human greed's, or only human needs, but an economy & society

based on the health & wealth of all things great and small shared throughout Our Garden, Planet Earth -

The Garden of Eden. For this we get called threats to Society, National Security.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

mho2363

There needs to be a group, trained in PR/media and psych ops to confront groups like the the CCDH

and media companies that promote propaganda and lies. Give it back to them. Challenge them to

produce evidence to back up their made up claims. Expose their members and a^liations. Sue if

possible.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Cabochon

“It’s time the tech giants cracked down on the anti-vaxx infodemic” says self appointed UK apologist

 for o^cial propaganda, Imran Ahmed, founder of his “Centre for Countering Digital Hate”.   The best

form of defence is attack,  so they say - a very, very old trick indeed. So I will do as suggested by

Ahmed and urge “the tech giants” to close down his website as it is aimed at fomenting “hate” against
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those who exercise their legal or constitutional right to refuse vaccination.  How much more hateful

can it be, to foment hate against mothers of vaccine injured children and individuals, hate against

those who demand the application of enshrined-in-law principles of informed consent, the Hippocratic

oath and the Nuremberg code on medical experimentation. Gauleiter Ahmed seems unaware of these

protective principles so time to inform him and the bribed and corrupted press that publishes his drivel.

While on the subject of infodemics, it’s time for governments to crack down on the “tech giants who

blatantly employ their armies of “fact checkers”to crack down on the truth, hence their censorship of

effective drugs and natural remedies against viral infection.  Oh, while well there’s all this cracking

down going on, how to crack down on governments that refuse to crack down on tech giants or their

own policy of cracking down on truthful information on fake plandemics.  Need to alert Herr Fraudci,

Gates and co that Ahmed has got his eye on them as they have been fostering digital hate against the

human race for years. It’s time to set up a Centre for Countering Digital Lies to crack down on centres

for countering digital hate......

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

Ahmed is a paid stooge Cabochon ~ this "spokesman for hire" will do anything to put some cash

into his pocket including LIE and FALSIFY and PROPAGANDIZE and mislead and invent any

scurrilous untruth to suit his paymasters SNAKE Gates and the {P}harma bosses ~ a despicable

and dishonest human specimen

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Cabochon

You are no doubt right, Stan and we probably don’t know the half of the bribery and corruption that

goes on in high places. It was Ivor Cummings possibly who revealed that UK medical centres are

paid £10.49 for every [u vaccination administered and I suspect the same enticement is or will be
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offered to administer the latest injected substance going under the pseudonym of a “vaccine”.

 Judging by the number of phone reminders left on my phone  from my local medical centre

reminding me to make an appointment to get the injection,  (which of course I ignore), they are

suspiciously keen and assume that my compliance is taken for granted. Thanks for your

comments - always straight for the jugular, Stan, which is what makes your posts irresistible. You

are not afraid to speak out even when some clearly unfair views are published.  All credit to

mercola.com for publishing them -  though I too pride myself on trying to speak honestly, no matter

who is involved.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

tbran10

If you don't want to believe that the Covid crisis was designed for changing your mind set and having

humans accept injections for delivery of drugs, then you have been blinded by the fear that has been

generated thru false PCR testing which has little validity. Nanotechnology for Drug Delivery

Applications (azonano.com) Big Pharma goal is to control Medicine's direction for the next 100 years

and ignore the need to focus on prevention and reversal of disease states thru improved lifestyle

changes. Nano technology is proprietary, patentable, and proStable. The harm being created through

this manufactured crisis is of no  concern to those who will proSt from this sea change in the treatment

of  disease states.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Randyfast

In the past; long before Big Pharma bullied their way into the lives of humanity, people were much

healthier and they survived just Sne, without Big Pharma invading their bodies with foreign substances.

No healthy person needs a vaccine - for anything! If Big Pharma "cares" about the health of humanity -

then "Pet Rocks" must be alive...makes about as much sense!
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Darzoum

"In the past; long before Big Pharma bullied their way into the lives of humanity, people were much

healthier..." Randy, yes, that's the 800 pound gorilla in the room pharma doesn't want us to see, the

debilitated state most people are in... just another "new normal," thanks to Big Pharma, Big Ag and

junk food manufacturers.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Randyfast

Thanks for the response, David.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

bor8387

Dr. Mercola, we do have the Truth on our side.  This is America; we cannot just allow this soft

totalitarianism to completely take over.  We must Sght back, not with arms, but with reasoning and

prayer.   So many have been asleep, but now that it's affecting their personal lives, perhaps they can be

persuaded to think critically again.  I grew up in the sixties and I'm embarrassed by my generation of

old hippies still clinging to their communistic ideas which is trying to destroy our country.   If they do

takeover our beloved America, we will have no one but ourselves to blame.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Raythe4th
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All Kingdoms on this Earth are Wicked and controlled by Lucifer. He’s been given Authority for now,

but his days are numbered. As followers of Jesus, we should be more concerned about advancing

His Kingdom, and our prayers should always be in accordance to God’s will, not our own. I long for

the day to see all of the evil around me utterly destroyed when Christ returns. Men like Bill Gates,

George Soros, Henry Kissinger, The Rothschild family and the Rockefellers. All globalists and

secret Society members. Keep in mind that these people are just serving their god, and it is him

who gives them their wealth and fame. But the Bible says that they lose in the end, and the cost of

betraying The Almighty will result in eternal damnation. Let’s focus on Sghting the good Sght until

we go home or the Lord returns.

Oh things are so bad now that you can’t even drive past a church without seeing an obelisk or a

pyramid. People have abandoned the 10 Commandments, and embraced Christianized pagan

holidays. Including Sunday worship   The deception is so great even sincere people are completely

deceived. Remember, the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.  People are so worried about

catching a virus nowadays, they have lost sight as to what they should truly be afraid of. And fear

not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul: but rather fear him which is able to

destroy both soul and body in hell.

Matthew 10:28

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

britcarguy

We must continue to Sght the war against these liberal communists.  Do not wear a mask, ever.  Refuse

to wear a mask.  And never, never, get a vaccination.    Freedom is not free.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

mirandola
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While the coronavirus counts are allegedly dropping in our state just in time for the vaccine

roll-outs, and while the weather is warming up, a friend showed up at my doorstep, standing about

12 ft away, double masked. Heh? Thinking?  But I must say I object to the general ruse on this

forum about "liberal communists". If this is a politicized attack machine, informed by nothing but

prejudice and hate, I sincerely object. I have researched the Congressional voting record, spending

hours combing through it, one politician at a time. Does anybody know? Who voted for the torture

bill, across the board, written in such a way that YOU and I can be the next victim? It was the

conservative Republicans, where the liberal Democrats solidly voted against it. Yet, I also have

seen where the Dems voted for things that also were wrong, right in concert with the Republicans.

It is time for people to stop spouting negatives, unresearched, based on blind hate, and do their

research. Sorry.  "A house that is divided against itself cannot stand"--- Abraham Lincoln.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Dr.Steven

The references to JFK's speech endorsing freedom of the press and how "liberalism" used to uphold

open debate of diverse ideas--foundational principles of our Constitutional republic that made America

a beacon for oppressed peoples living under the Iron Curtain--are things I used to take for granted as

an American that now, sadly, are under rapid assault. Today's "progressives" are a far cry from free

speech-advocating authentic liberals of the recent past. Today's "left," now controlling our government,

holds to a largely neo-Marxist ideology that celebrates social control, dismantling individual liberties,

and silencing debate under the guise of protecting us from "offensive speech" and, in regards to natural

health, "misinformation/disinformation/conspiracy theories" and other silencing tropes.  

I used to think the left cared about nature and freedom, things I greatly value; they are no friends of

natural health; while advocating "choice" they seek to take away our choices, for example, regarding

vaccinations and expressing alternative views. I pray that more people will awaken to what is

happening as our civil liberties are fast eroded by a nefarious collusion between Leftist politicians, Big

Tech, Big Pharma and the globalist cabal, intensiSed by the "pandemic" used to justify drastic social

control and upend life as we knew it.  On a positive note, the Wall Street Journal on Wednesday ran an

article about vaccine opponents that was fair and included interviews RFK and Dr. Tenpenny. Perhaps
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there is hope but things are moving fast and we need to Sght to preserve our freedom. I appreciate the

reference to "the truth will set you free," words attributed to Jesus in the Gospel of John (8:32), who

died for truth.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

shannonaz

Pre-meditation & pre-arranged media to carry it out requires censorship of truth.   The May of 68'

student movements in France nearly brought the government down. We are half a century later &

although there is no Vietnam War, there is a silent war sponsored by some in[uential & powerful

elitists, like Gates. Unfortunately, our current youth has had their heads down in a Smart phone and

guess what?  They are not so smart.  They are missing what is right in front of their face....including

the wireless beaming into them. The elderly cannot take this on.  The 50 somethings are too busy

holding down the fort of the family, working, with the kids at home & "online" learning.

Minorities have been hit hardest & have nothing to lose by challenging the status quo, but they are

dependent on the state now for $$, so they are stuck to comply. I predict it will be the medical

community that will rise against this.   Doctors, nurses, caregivers, paramedics, & hospital

administrations.  If it starts in one area, one hospital and grows, you have a movement.  The public

respects them & trusts them more than government I would say.   So far, they have shown the most

resistance, roughly 50% opting out of the COVID Vaccine.  You cannot censor them, they are on the

front lines & word spreads quickly from them on what they are seeing in real time(side effects of

vaccine) & will leak out to the communities.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Almond

I predict it will be persons across all groups who will resist.  It does not need to be a majority--most

of whom are sheeple, anyway--just a large enough minority to make some waves.  The question
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that has to be asked of bureaucrats is, "Would you bet your job and beneSts on this?"  <=When

making change, you need to Snd an actual person who "bleeds".  You cannot expect action from an

anonymous entity or bureaucracy.  Individuals must be held responsible.  There is a need for

lawsuits once constitutional rights are violated.   So much of what we have been told is lies or

misinformation.  The truth is that "the experts" lack credibility.  You cannot trust or believe a liar.  

We have been told the reason more people are not getting vaccinated is because of vaccine

distribution problems.  

I think we have pretty much observed the Srst [ight of lemmings... all those fearful people so

eager to get vaccinated that they are willing to believe or do anything.  I don't think bureaucrats

want the rest of the truth known.  demand for the vaccine may have peaked.  In certain parts of the

country, demand for the vaccine is already slowing down.  They are now approaching strong

resistance from at least 25% of the population.  Now, we will begin to see the iron Sst that has been

hidden in the velvet glove.  

citizenfreepress.com/breaking/vaccination-site-empty-despite-intense-d..   One of the next groups

to face pressure will be requiring vaccination for students.  If at all possible, get your children out

of the public school system and begin home schooling.  The cards are pretty much stacked against

you if a vaccine is mandated as many reasonable exemptions are denied.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

mirandola

Shannonaz, well said! I do observe that it is the doctors now, who are the ones saying that the

lockdowns are misguided (I am not just talking about the frontline doctors, who have come out in

the open with it, but others who remain quietly behind the scenes...I have talked with several of

them)....and it is they who are the ones who see right  through this. I think also, a lot of them are

disgusted by the crackdowns on HCQ and Ivermectin, and their own freedom to practice medicine

as doctors. This is going to cause a revolt, and it is at last that the truth is being recognized, that

the Great Dictators are not on our side! Good! It's time for them to wake up.

Why didn't they long ago, when hormones and known carcinogens were approved in our "foods"?

Duh! Well at least they are Snally waking up, now. As for the movement, you are right Shannon. I
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read somewhere, that it was studied and seen that all it takes is one small voice to change the

dynamics of an entire crowd. I have also myself, seen this happen. It will become the hundredth

monkey!  Further, I think when the pain and suffering become too great, people will wake up and

the system will correct itself. And that had better happen SOON or it may be...well I was going to

say, too late. But then again, if Iron Curtain Rumania shot people who spoke up, and when the

masses Sgured either they would be shot for speaking or die of the freezing cold snowy mountain

weather where the centrally controlled heat was shut off in their homes, well they spoke up.

And when they all did, chanting in unison, the nonviolent crowd power was so amazing that the

president had to be airlifted by helicopter, and the Iron Curtain fell. What a miracle story! If that

could happen there, it can also happen  here. I do believe certain individuals at the head of this

whole ring of lies and harming society, belong in life prison. End of story! LIghts, camera, action!

Please contribute to Reiner Fuellmich's lawsuit. I have no connections.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

SoozeQ

Hi Sannonaz.....one would think that more doctors and nurses would opt out, but they are not. At

my large large teaching trauma hospital......all staff with few exceptions are lining up in droves.

The death shot is NOT mandatory, nor are you harassed at this point for not taking it; further staff

are witnessing  Srst hand how sick the death shot is making everyone, yet they still roll up their

sleeves. This in the state of PA. this is why I have lost all hope in some aspects of life.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

premiademar14

Sorry, some how I deleted my comment, I only wanted to edit it.. I am not very savvy... the whole thing

went. I just wanted to say, hug each other and stay strong, don't let evil win, I am waiting for the media

to fall, we want our lives back, people have acquiesced too quickly, no Sre in the belly, children wearing
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masks is child abuse. I am in Darwin, we have had no restrictions, all open, all normal, no tests, no

masks... So, I have been blessed. I am so sad when I see people wearing masks for something that it's

just a bad [u, my dad 85 died of in[uenza in 2008, it was his last battle, his medical folder was as thick

as my arm,  his immune system was low, I can not blame it all on the in[uenza. When I was in my 20s.

1971,  my girl friend 's mum was diagnosed with T.B. until we found out, we were with her, hugging and

being next to her, she spent 4 months in the Sanatorium, she got better. We had chest Xrays, the world

did not close, no masks and no fear. Today, still 4.000 people including children die of Tuberculosis

every day.This has been the biggest criminal act of the XXI century.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

balhawk

The divisiveness itself is obviously intentional, and a key facet of the power grab.  Divide and conquer.  

But it also depends upon an active majority being certain enough in their delusion to act as the

enforcers.   Though it's not really a vaccine, as such, the COVID jabs are making it very clear to rapidly

increasing numbers of people, especially caregivers, just who is lying and who is telling the truth,

converting many people from true believers to doubters, and doubters to outright non-believers.  The

fever pitch to which this misinformation campaign has risen betrays their desperation.  The truth WILL

out, gaslighting and mass misinformation campaigns be damned.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Jim_Bo

Thank you Dr. Mercola and associated websites - you are the Free Press in the USA!  Also gratitude to

Top Posters for your wisdom.

Posted On 02/06/2021
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harvelicious

Understanding of the 4 stages of ideological subversion & the constructs of the ego is key to

recognizing the delusions, intentions, underpinnings & deleterious methodologies of sinister &

nefarious forces that at the core of the heartless, soul-less, compartmentalized, ravenous & rapacious

usurpers, psychopaths & malignant messianic megalomaniacs thirsting for total "power & control"

domination over all things. Their (The CULT) insatiable lust for "power & control" knows no bounds, & in

fact, revel & gloat in the in[iction of pain, suffering, misery, depravity & the slow agonizing death of all

living things.

Ideological subversion: Stage 1) demoralization; Stage 2) destabilization; Stage 3) crisis; Stage 4)

normalization. As each stage is reached, the continuance of the tactics of the pervious stage are still

brought forward & in use along with the new tactics of the next stage, thus, increasing the confusion,

passivity & acquiescence of the target. The world is currently in Stage 3 and rapidly transitioning into

Stage 4. A very major step in this process has been the creation & imposition of the totally fake &

fraudulent "C-19" crisis & resulting lock-down measures, pseudo-science, bio-weapon "vaccines", mass

censorship, as well as, the blatant & outright pillaging, desecration, conSscation, barratry, & defrauding

of the US elections system. The takeover & installation of fraudulent government representatives is the

rapid move to Stage 4 - normalization.

The People still have the power, if they will choose to use it by becoming aware of this subversion by

discerning the TRUTH & not acquiescing to the dictates, edicts, bribes, deception, deletion, muting &

theft of Freedom, Liberty, Peace, Prosperity, Lawfulness, Morality & our Humanity. Has the "FAT CAT"

lifestyle become so entrenched that the People will remain neutered & let it all slide into the abyss of

Satanic fascistic, eco-technocratic feudal enslavement & transhumanism?

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

cat6071

I just wish that more doctors and nurses and all health care workers would come forward.  That

would be the end then.  They're so afraid of losing their licenses and being Sned.  There was a
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doctor that Amazing Polly videod stating how he knows masks are dangerous in this setting;

however, he wears one to make others feel safer.  Oh boy.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

harvelicious

To Cat6071 - unfortunately, putting much faith in hoping & wishful thinking that persons in

positions of authority will do the right thing, along with belief in the Book of Revelations, is naïve &

a facade for avoidance of personal responsibility, vigilance & a defaulting to a state of passivity &

conformity for most people. (By the way, the CULT created the Book of Revelations & are using it as

their roadmap to create the fear to usurp God's rightful power for their own nefarious agenda, for

which, is the reason why so many people foolishly & erroneously believe that the events of what is

happening is God's Will).

The higher up the power structure one goes, the less & less likely these people will "do the right

thing". In the example you gave, we see a prime example of someone who thinks virtue signaling,

going along to get along, not rocking the boat, not ruÇing any feathers, &, assuming the role of an

apologist is what is foundational to a civil, peaceful & lawful society. These are the most

dangerous people & are people that will, ultimately, get you killed! The deep & lasting effects of the

CULT programming & brainwashing are staggering, astonishing, & sobering to those that can "see".

To be intelligent & WISE can be very beneScial, but, to be 'smart', without wisdom can be, & usually

is, destructive, deleterious & deadly. It is much more preferential to be ordinary & WISE, than it is to

be 'smart' & unwise. Just because one can do something does not mean that one should.

Examples: using uranium for nuclear weapons; abortion for birth control; science/medicine as the

highest authority; government control of people; mandatory anything (such as vaccines);

"gain-of-function research"; bio-weapons; GMO; physical abuse, mental abuse, sexual abuse;

murder; et al. The grassroots salt-of-the-earth people are the only ones that can ever be the

integrous gatekeepers of Freedom, Liberty, Peace, Prosperity & Justice. 'Power corrupts, absolute

power corrupts absolutely'
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Almond

Do you realize the stress, anxiety, pain and expense a person goes thru when they receive a false

diagnosis of cancer?  This is what is happening with the  jab.  It may even cause cancer in the years

ahead. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7817408/?fbclid=IwAR1W25AJtPU3I40..

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

krissalee85

Another thought that came up while reading this- From what I see and hear from family and friends and

read in magazines, people are NOT waking up to the fact that the covid shot is not a ticket back to life

pre-covid. They all believe it's a wonderful scientiSc accomplishment and everyone should praise Fauci

and Moderna and PSzer for all of the hard work they've done to save us from this plague. In People

magazine, there was an article about baseball legend Hank Aaron's death saying he died from natural

causes- no mention of him getting the covid shot a few weeks prior to his sudden death. Then in

another issue, there's an article with celebrities saying why they can't wait til they can get their shots.

One celebrity said the Srst thing she'll do after she gets her shots is go hug her friends. There's no

mention that these shots will not, in fact, stop the spread of covid and that you still have to social

distance (no hugging allowed!) and wear your masks (2 masks now!). NOTHING is changing except

perhaps having to now show proof of vaccination to go anywhere.

From my viewpoint, the vast majority of the population has been brainwashed. With more adverse shot

reactions come more excuses as to why it wasn't the shot. Or it may have been the shot but it's a

perfectly normal reaction and still completely safe for everyone unless they have a well-documented

allergy to PEG. When the death toll starts rising, it will be blamed on covid and not enough social

distancing. Anyone who suggests maybe it's the shots causing the rising deaths will be labeled as

anti-science or a conspiracy theorist.

I was out walking my dog yesterday and many of the neighbors were out shoveling snow and EACH one
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I walked by mentioned how they have either gotten their shot or how they couldn't wait til they could

get it. My friends are proudly posting pictures of their vaccine certiScates online. This is the Orwellian

reality we live in.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

cat6071

That's all they got.  That's their accomplishment in life at this point that they can identify with.

 Boring.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

123rose

Just announced that our UK government is giving itself more control  over the NHS and it's going to put

[uoride in all our drinking water.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

lel36357

Oh, great.  Soon you'll be as stupid as we are!  This is insane.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Wenonah02

That is frightening. What the gov needs to do is PROMOTE healthy eating - Non GMO - organic and
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non artiScial sweeteners, trans fats etc - and lower input of sugar in food - Not taxing sugar. Then

children's teeth would not be rotting at the rate they are now. Fluoride  in excess is very dangerous!

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

lel36 ~ you got a big laugh out of me ~ well done

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

altierokgmail.com

Biden signed EO for digital health I.D - ID 2020.  Will the va be necessary for this?    Also Mike Lindell

put out a documentary ABSOLUTE PROOF showing real time cyber warfare of the election being

STOLEN! It is on stopworldcontrol.com

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Astonished

Worldcontrol.com seems to be a honeypot for “the enemies of the state.” Too primitive to hold a

grain of truth... It also shadows interpretations and revels in publishing red herrings and

gaslighting.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

dietcurious
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For someone looking at the Trump phenomenon from the outside:  There never has been in recent

political discourse such extreme level of hatred, vindictiveness and pure and potent acidity.  The

image of this gloating and repulsing woman holding his "bleeding severed head" by the hair is more

than chilling.  What could be the reason?  Why is his election bothering them *so much*?  It can't

be just his "offensive" at times personality (An effective Leader doesn't have to be "a nice person",

example - Lyndon Johnson). So Trump must be disturbing some plans of some powerful people on

both sides of the isle.  He must be representing some voters whose concerns haven't been a

priority and have been neglected and not taken seriously.  A few times he came up with "ridiculous"

claims which then turned out to be very real and valid.  He seems to be Sghting the Dragon with 9

heads from the children's storybooks.  It seems to take a lot of courage, and he seems to have it in

spades.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

rrealrose

There's a good chance their so-called virus will be gone by summer. So much for executive actions

et al.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Almond

RE: CCDH demanded that companies and governments virtually eliminate individuals or groups

publishing information online that fails to align with government and industry narratives about

vaccination and public health policy Here is an example of what goes on behind closed doors.  Watch

the video and learn how those in govt who should protect your rights often violate them.  This is about

how govt becomes the long arm of industry to eliminate competition for large companies.  "Rogue"

food is a good example. Rogue Food — An Interview with John Moody – Solari Report

home.solari.com/coming-thursday-rogue-food-an-interview-with-john-mood..  If you have the time and

have not watched the movie, ARTOIS THE GOAT, give it a try.  It is delightful for children of all ages.
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tubitv.com/.../artois-the-goat  There is so much truth, even in comedy.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

nonaki

Imran Ahmed, CEO of CCDH is the Conservative MP for WakeSeld. He was earlier senior political

adviser to Hillary Benn (Labour). I Snd it hard to believe that the British left is more authoritarian than

the Tories, who oppose any criticism and are currently in a vaccine frenzy meant to cover up their

disastrous treatment of the Covid  pandemic. They are for freedom but obviously not freedom of

speech or choice, so are in a terrible war with themselves.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

ScanKat

Divide and conquer is the MO This is being used on every American these days.  The only thing that will

save us is to wake up and  Sght back together.  Say no to build back better and yes to complete

freedom.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

farmercist

I think we can guess who anonymously funds anti anti-vaccine rhetoric.

Posted On 02/06/2021
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tireguy

A commenter wrote that it is expected the pandemic to disappear this summer.  Sadly, this will not

occur, as the evil controllers will release SARS-COV3 and even SARS-COV4 and more to get your

attention and keep the pandemic and emergency declarations intact.  That is why it is paramount for

those in the US to align with Make Americans Free Again and the various state organizations, such as

Ohio Stands Up, New Mexico Stands Up, and New Mexico Freedom Alliance, to start your own state

organizations and to help fund their lawsuits to declare the pandemic and emergency declarations

fraudulent. Recently Ohio Stands Up attorneys have Sled a TRO, a Temporary Restraining Order and a

Show Cause Order to produce the facts and explain the in[ated case and death counts against the

DHHS.  See this: www.ohiostandsup.org/so/0cNTgcDt2?languageTag=en&cid=d311f20f-2383.. .

It is important to ensure that the courts and legislatures put laws and restrictions in place to ensure the

fraud never happens again. The dictators and tyrants will not stop even when shut down by their state

legislatures: Wisconsin Gov. Evers orders new public health emergency after legislature ends previous

one, published on February 4.

 waow.com/2021/02/04/gov-evers-orders-new-public-health-emergency-after.. .

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

tireguy

From pages 91 and 92 of the lawsuit by Plaintiffs vs. the Governor and Public Health Authorities of

New Mexico, Case 1:20-cv-01331-JHR-JFR  Document 4  Filed 12/31/20, we see the following:

“When examining the Biderman Coercion Chart of 1956, tactics used on American prisoners of

 war by Chinese Communists, we can see that the various responses by our Governor and public

health o^cials follow this predictable psychological breakdown.”  The chart on page 92 compares

the coercion techniques used on American POWs to those used on law abiding citizens by

Governors for COVID19 restrictions to obtain obedience. This is simply psychological warfare.

Keep up the Sght against tyranny.

Posted On 02/06/2021
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epa1375

In case you missed it. They plan to use this Covid hoax to beat us with for the next several yrs. SPARS

PANDEMIC (AKA EVENT 201 PART 2) IS OUR FORTHCOMING FUTURE

www.bitchute.com/.../0UtygIljj0p7   So..Covid is probably a lie after all. And those taking the FLU Shots

were the main ones spreading In[uenza A, and B. "Explosive If True: I’m a Clinical Lab Scientist, C19 Is

Fake, Wake up America.”

by Derek Knauss, January 9th, 2021 What we found was that all of the 1500 samples were mostly

In[uenza A and some were in[uenza B, but not a single case of Covid, and we did not use the B.S. PCR

test. We then sent the remainder of the samples to Stanford, Cornell, and a few of the University of

California labs and they found the same results as we did, NO COVID. They found in[uenza A and B. All

of us then spoke to the CDC and asked for viable samples of COVID, which CDC said they could not

provide as they did not have any samples. We have now come to the Srm conclusion...

stillnessinthestorm.com/2021/01/explosive-if-true-im-a-clinical-lab-sc..

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

tan2582

I have seen so much lies in the past 2- years so I already don't believe anything I read or see (videos)

 At Srst it is amusing, but with time it becomes repetitive and boring ... A quote from Dr. Zhivago comes

to mind too often lately:  “I have the impression that if he didn't complicate his life so needlessly, he

would die of boredom.” ... people....

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

wallguy

From this casual observers point of dead reckoning views, (some things you can't un-see) We have
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advanced from the lowly age of the "Flintstones" dinosaur power and mentality. To a remarkable iconic

futuristic age of the "Jetsons" with free now-obtainium energy supply. It very well may be we keep a

"Jetsons" like 5G,6G,7G,8G, latest gizmo gadget society. But!! The end result will be the "Flintstone"

mentality. (Un-obtainium directing your thought process.) In the year 2525, if man is still

alive...............maybe?        (joking)

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

wallguy

The history book phrase "Iron Curtain" is descriptive and iconic. An ideologic force that has been many

a nations kryptonite for freedom and well being. China built a great wall to keep the barrage of

"Marauders" from disruptions and invasions. Only to Snd in the end, it walled "In" the Chinese  people

from the outside world. New ideas and new ways died inside the walls. As the Iron curtain has rusted

away like the Titanic on the ocean [oor for almost 100 yrs. The newest form of an Iron Curtain is made

from plastic, copper, silver, and silicon. powered by electrons and  technology the limits of which are

futuristic, invisible, exponential, controlled by the "Few" and no longer the "many". Welcome to the "New

Frontier".  Imagine the day you cannot leave your town as the road you are headed on, away from it's

center point, has limited the vehicles travel, and shuts it off.  The person you have become is

digi-graded and now degraded to a [ight risk entity.  The Digi-wall only provides sustenance credits (or

daily bread) to compliant members. There may never again be the "Westward Ho" dreams for mankind

vagabond adventure. The time is now, not later, to learn new skills. Be more open minded than ever!

 Prepare to meet the challenge of the new Frontier.  The study you do now is priceless. Look around

you. Be the witness to the changes that are rapidly occurring around you! This is a Blueprinted

takeover. Elections do not deter massively funded cloaked agendas. Worded phrases like Deep state,

covert operations, plunge protection teams, classiSed info, are the real world we all must recognize

and well understand them. The new walls are impervious to the efforts of those that oppose it's

barriers. As long as there is a current of energy to power the  digi-walls existence, the freedom this

generation once thrived in will be contained, confused, controlled. And while the system that creates

such Guardrails tell us it is for everyone's beneSt and betterment,

Posted On 02/06/2021
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SoozeQ

The devil is truly Srmly present. For years I have been saying that social media will be the downfall of

society because it ushered in technocrats and brainwashed the masses into thinking that it’s normal to

put your life on line for anyone to see. It’s not normal. It’s a sin. And now, no dissenting opinions can be

posted furthering the zombie agenda by the snake and his elite friends. The only safe vaccine is the

one not given. No matter who tells you otherwise. Anyone still on the fence, read books by Drs.Suzanne

Humphries and Sherry Tenpenny. Think you have no control over your own health because of

“genetics”, watch Escape Fire and Fat Sick and Nearly Dead. This country is a national embarrassment

for allowing the Chicoms to take over. In fact, we are really no country at all because we have a crook in

o^ce who stole the presidency with the help of China. The elites want us dead or too sick to Sght.

Anyone who does not see this is already a walking zombie. Maybe a miracle will happen, but more than

likely we will be forced into re-education camps. Just so sad this life and tyranny.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Raythe4th

Great post. Everything you mentioned was dead-on, but I want people to realize that there is a

Spider in the middle of this web of evil. When you have men who are compromised, or members of

secret societies, their Srst allegiance isn’t to their country. Our founding fathers were a bunch of

high level Freemasons themselves, and I suspect that America has accomplished exactly what it

was always designed to be in the Srst place - The Military Arm of the Vatican. A SuperScial

Christian Nation, that actually speaks as a Dragon. (Lucifer) And the great dragon was cast out,

that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into

the earth, and his angels were cast out with him. Revelation 12:9 And I beheld another beast

coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon. And he

exerciseth all the power of the Srst beast before him, and causeth the earth and them which dwell

therein to worship the Srst beast, whose deadly wound was healed.

Revelation 13:11-12 This beast is an Empire that comes up out of the earth who I believe is the
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USA, and the second half of the verse is referring to the Vatican. The deadly wound being spoken

of was when Napoleon for a time reduced the Papacy to insigniScance, yet over the years, She has

revived the power and control she once had.  Rev 17 is a chapter squarely focused on the Woman

who Rides/controls the Beast(Empire). Mystery Babylon, Is the Whore who controls the Kings of

this earth. A woman is symbolic for a religion in the Bible, and a whore, a false religion. She is

called the Mother of Harlots, and abominations of the earth.  And here is the mind which hath

wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth. And the woman

which thou sawest is that great city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth. Revelation 17:9,18

Jesus warns us to come out of her before she is utterly destroyed, which is described in Rev 18.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

well said Soozie - as Orwell put it  " A people that elect corrupt politicians, imposters, thieves and

traitors are not victims, but accomplices " ~ and this applies to all walks of Life and whatever your

choice of profession

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Almond

In the previous days article, I warned about the dangers of trying to outwit nature instead of working

with nature.  Nature will always Snd a way to overcome.  if you check recent news, you will see that

there are now 618 variants of covid across 33 states.  What have the experts done to us with the

"vaccine"? www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2021/02/05/covid-news-cdc-coronavir..
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epa1375
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Almond you said "you will see that there are now 618 variants of covid across 33 states." Hence,

the reason why this Covid Scam will never go away! The NWO intends to use this to clobber

citizens around the world into submission for the next 10 yrs or more. They will come out every

year with a new vaccine until the whole world gets their nano death shot. It is all in the Covid

manuscript that was written years ago. Everything is going according to plan. Everyone take a look

at this: SPARS PANDEMIC (AKA EVENT 201 PART 2) IS OUR FORTHCOMING FUTURE

www.bitchute.com/.../0UtygIljj0p7

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Pet Rock

Sue them.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

ghTnn

One of the greatest symbols in America is the Statue of Liberty. She stands proud, holding her scale,

decision making, to be determined by free unbiased intellect, hence the blindfold. As dad said “Believe

half of what you see and even less of what you hear.”

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

mar6577

to ghSnn - your Dad was right - my Mother used to say " put them all in a sack - hit the sack - you

always hit the correct one". Because "they" are all the same - no exception !!
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

NEO_HIO

Help!   I am being "put upon" brow-beaten, etc. to get the jab. I am SEVERELY sensitive to VOC's in alkyd

paints, nail polish, etc. (petroleum ingredients) Would I therefore be more likely to be harmed by the

PEG in the vaccine?  I REALLY NEED TO KNOW THIS.
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SoozeQ

Neo, you need to stand alone if need be and say no to coerced/forced vaccination. ALL vaccines

are bad, but this one is not even a vaccine, it’s MRNA bull crap....it turns on spike proteins that

never turn off leaving your body in a constant cytokine storm. Yes, you are at extreme risk for all

the bad effects  of this experimental not tested vaccine. Even 100% healthy and young....under

30....people are dying from the snakes eugenics shot. Just say no to drugs.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Raythe4th

You don’t seem to understand. ANYONE who gets this Vaccine, goes to their own doom!!! This is

being referred to as a kill switch. If it doesn’t kill you, it will destroy your immune system so that

you will be sick for the rest of whatever life you have. Do not take it under any circumstance, there

are world renowned scientists and doctors who are all saying the same thing: This isn’t a vaccine,

it’s a Depopulation injection, and everyone who chooses to ignore that is heading full speed

towards their own doom! www.bitchute.com/.../yy4VCFXYAyMR   Everything you need to know in

less than two minutes, anyone who receives this is heading full speed towards their own doom.
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

rrealrose

You would do well to look up PEG, as it is a petroleum byproduct, and as I said last December, foot

drag, wait for the normal vaccines which are about to be approved. NO ONE cares if you have a

reaction, and there's NO WAY to detox the mRNA jab. You need to be Srm, tell them you did not

think the point of a vaccine is to be permanently disabled, and you want your employer to put in

writing they will cover all your expenses should you require hospitalization or 24/7 care for life,

after getting the shot. They may back down fairly quickly. The US govt only has 250,000 to cover

injury from this experiment, and that would only come after a lengthy lawsuit against HHS. You

gotta be crazy. Go online, copy the warning Dr Fauci made that if you are allergic to any ingredients,

do not take this shot. And send it along to your pressure points, along with the request to cover all

expenses, for life, in case you do have a reaction. They may back down fairly quickly, after all this

virus is not much worse than the seasonal [u...

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

deanna125

You are on the mercola website commenting on an article about the deadly vaccine. And you are

asking those on here to tell you if you would be harmed by the vaccine?

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

robbie2u

In a room full of lawyers the solution will be a legal one. That will be true for all people with a Sxed

perspective. The problem where decision makers think similarly or politically the solution is quite

predictable, narrow and often incomplete.The elephant in the room that is getting bigger and bigger
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each year not smaller is autism. Its is around 1.7% of children today in the USA so at what point do we

start to address the problem with some concern. When it hits 5%... 10% ... 20% ... how about 50%.

Those in authority that bury their head in the sand over this issue also expose their rear end to future

circumstance and do public health and the govt. no favours because the elephant is increasingly

getting bigger and bigger as we speak. Narrow minded thinkers would assume that NVIC is a foe to

govt. when it is actually a friend  because they are the only ones telling the govt the truth about the

elephant in the room and its future threat. The govt has a public policy to use vaccines as safely as

possible so it is in their best interest to have on board NVIC to help them in this endeavor to better

advise on safety as it can not be guaranteed that pharmaceuticals since their drive is motivated by

business proSts or govt health authorities, which  can have con[icts of interests or just plain public

service mentality, will be objective. NVIC even if by playing devils advocate can help Govt to do a better

job in achieving a better public policy yet is govt smart enough to use this resource?

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

hellbent

These are bullies.  There are other nasty orgs in the UK.  One such is the G00 d  Th1 nk1ng S0c 1ety.

 Their past activities include attacking M er cury Free D ent1sts.  My own dentist was hauled before the

GDC for a hearing by this crew.  One of his "crimes" was stating on his website that Arnica helps

bruising after extractions.  Another vicious ha te campaign from these despicable lot include

demanding to major supermarkets and retailers that they remove a monthly magazine from sale.  The

magazine is What D0 ct0rs Don't Te11 Y0u.  They had people actually go into shops and put the

magazine to the back the display racks, turn it back to front or drop it down the back of racks to fall to

the [oor.  Another year, they had it in for Ch1r0practers.  This despicable censorship had already

started a few years back.  They react with venom and spite to anything that threatens their model of

health and try to destroy anything that helps people get honest, credible, unvested information to make

their own informed health decisions.

Posted On 02/06/2021
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krissalee85

Some thoughts that arose while reading these comments- It is easy to looks back on the past with a

longing nostalgia while forgetting that things weren't as wonderful as they're being portrayed. I was

born in the 80's so I have not lived through the "golden years" of the past (for me, the 90's were the

golden years) but I enjoy watching old shows and commercials and I see a lot of similar propaganda-

Ads saying how wonderful DDT is ("DDT is good for meee!") and children running through the clouds of

DDT being sprayed in neighborhoods, toys made with lead paint are fun and taste sweet!, cigarettes are

just what the doctor ordered, plastics are going to save the world, lobotomy's are a great way to make

"crazy" people behave, etc.

I listen to a radio show every week where they go back 100 years and read news headlines and play

music from each decade up until the 70's and many of the things I hear are quite similar to today. Riots,

outrage at the government, miracle drugs and vaccines, etc. And how about what life was like for

people who weren't white? The blatant racism was deplorable. People of color had to Sght to go to

school with whites, had to Sght to sit at a restaurant, had to only drink from fountains and use

restrooms labeled appropriate for them. And the experiments done on them through vaccines that are

rightfully making them question the covid shots safety.

We are on another level of propaganda now with the internet, social media and the ever-developing

technologies used to keep us under constant surveillance so I understand it is much more di^cult to

avoid falling into the trap that the technocrats have created to obtain complete control.  The point here

is it's important not to view the past through rose colored glasses or else we will keep making the

same mistakes over and over again- as is happening now with the covid shot. We must look back and

learn from our mistakes in order to have any hope for a mentally and emotionally sane future.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

mar4442

What is being touted is called, "authoritarianism." The bottom line--population control, just as in "gun

control"--by putting restrictions on everyone, which is a prelude, or an acclimation to a one-world

government, which is prophecy unfolding--re: The Book of Revelation, Daniel 11 and Matthew 24.
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

ghTnn

Dad always said “don’t talk politics or religion”, I guess I will have to expand that to “don’t talk politics,

religion or health beliefs” The Pied Piper has returned and if you don’t join the herd of followers, then

you are a terrorist ( yesterdays news) If you free thought, then you need to be contained. Misery loves

company, so we are to be forced to join the herd or be openly exterminated. This is not a brave new

world, it is not what I want for my fathers great grandchildren. My belief is, if you are screaming any of

the many many rioting declaratives like racism, the screamer is most likely the screamed declarative.

So now we are not allowed to hide within ourselves with freedom of thought, we are to be targeted by

the CIA and NSA as domestic terrorist. They want the people to resist so just like the jewish people, we

can be exterminated. They are trying their best to start an insurrection, just as they planted the rioters

amongst the crowd at the capitol.

My amazement comes from how many in this regime are willing to sell out the American ideal ... for a

buck. Has anyone noticed that they move the brain dead’s from state to state to bring it down? CA to

TX, WA, OR to name a few. Maybe the states should pass a time frame for voting, like 12, 24, 36 or even

48 months before residency status is obtained. No more  “come to GA and vote”. Can’t mske it to the

poll’s ... with an ID. ... issued by the state at least 12 months prior, try again in the next election.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

krissalee85

Corporate-funded "science" is the new religion- Scientism. Thou shalt not question what "science"

says. If I dare question the covid shot safety in front of my friends or family, I will be labeled a

conspiracy theorist.

Posted On 02/06/2021
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ali5271

Thank you both for your passion ❤

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

strawberrygirl2

I always wonder why we aren’t allowed to talk about vaccines. Why can’t we ask questions? Some of

you may remember an earlier post about my 14 year old daughter, Emma. She got a vaccine injury age

2 —— but no one will talk about it. No one except her naturopath, and this group. Why? Why can’t we

talk about it? Reminds me of the ***....no one was able to ask questions about the concentration

camps either.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

ghTnn

Talking about it exposes it, which undermines the charade. Where did the vaccine culture come

from? At the end of WWII the US rounded up all the scientist(?) that were experimenting on human

beings, injecting chemicals etc into human ‘forced’ subjects and observing the effect. I have asked

many times why were these individuals so important and what ‘top secret’ program’s Sd they work

on? It is my understanding that some if the Rx industry was started by some in this group. Where

do vaccines come from, from Rx companies. What happens to companies that cannot sell their

product, like horse whip manufactures with the advent of the automobile? They go out of business.

What happens when Rx companies do not have success lobbying politicians, not Dr’s, to push their

agenda?  They too go out of business. There is a BIG similarity between those forced subjects

during WWII and what politicians are doing now, forcing it on us.
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

rrealrose

Yup, my Bff has twins slammed by the dpt shot in the early 80's, about the same time as BLF's

son...nobody talked back then, learned to keep your own counsel. One thing is far more injuries are

occurring today than ever before. Another is, though a minor player, sensitized me to identify

possible injury at a distance, for someone whose grandson got back-to-school Gardasil and [u

shots, not ever supposed to be given together...he got attention, he also got lucky. So the beat goes

on unless Grands (Nonnas) and mom's across the nation join hands to stop the infanticide and

injuries. There are way more of you than of them, the massive dollars involved notwithstanding.

Find a group you resonate with, join their conversation.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Divenire

My granddaughter was vaccine injured at age 4 months. She is two now. I know some of your pain,

heartache, and fear as well as the horrible knowledge of the pharma made loss of potential.  I Snd

it’s much harder to talk about in today’s world than it was for me to talk about it when my 26 yo

daughter was a toddler. People seem much more brainwashed these days.  I rarely bother anymore

and my daughter has not been able to tell her story on the children’s health defense site. She’s not

ready yet I guess. I also bought half a slaughtered pig from a professor recently who moved here to

central Wisconsin after her Srst born son was vaccine injured and became autistic.  She left the

city and started an organic farm here in the middle of the woods. Her son is now grown and in

college. The lifestyle she chose to help her son has worked very well for him.  She has six kids now

and told me her biggest fear is mandatory vaccines,  even for homeschooled children.   I’m very

worried also for the Amish.

Posted On 02/06/2021
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3whiteswans

One of the things, for me, that stands out as a red [ag that we are being used as lab rats with this

vaccine is the company’s freedom from any liability - AHEAD OF TIME!  That alone tells me that there

was knowledge that there would be mortal and/or crippling side effects from these vaccines!  As huge

numbers people are refusing this vaccine, the propaganda gets turned up.  There are insistent

pro-vaccine articles showing up in popular magazines.  As resistance increases, we are being

bombarded by increased media misinformation.  Ugh!

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

rrealrose

The US FDA has more issues than can be believed, They are hearing mostly lies and subject to

subterfuge by the very corporations they are supposedly supervising for guarding and protecting

American health interests. Oversight be damned, this breaking news was all over the internet on

Thursday, here's one of many online stories:

www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/new-report-Snds-toxic-heavy-metals-in-popul..

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

dgdobbs

When we see the pictures on TV of the maimed and crippled children, some with missing limbs and

various medical problems, are we being exposed to vaccination secrecy? What is the cause of this?

Why is this happening during this age of modern medicine?

Posted On 02/06/2021
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Astonished

So, a secretly-sponsored organization is talking about transparency. Nothing to see here, move along!

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

shane12

Yeah the iron curtain is in the western world support by most's governments as we can all see. Our

courts system's is as corrupt as the rest of the governments around the world we live with very sick

people in power and with power to be used against the people.I did see some hope as what looks like

they can prove  that sleepy joe has got in on the back of the corrupt system and that they can show

clearly where and who did the fraud so i hope this will come out and that whoever you voted for does

not matter this is to big for the people of  AMERICA to stand by and let this happen.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Kevin131

CCDH is a Sve eyes, MI5 front for disinfo, working for the AstraZeneca Oxford University partnership

and vaccine pushing bioweapon peddling Masonic Lodge stooges in the parliament, don't be mistaken,

the conservatives, Masons, labour, Masons, even Nigel Farage, and the reform UK party, Masons...

There are likely only 74 non Masons in the house, the other 260+ voted for lockdowns and pandering

mandatory bioweapon genocide, all of it violates the inalienable rights of citizens under common law,

it's genocide, fraud and crimes against humanity, and it's the Masons, City of London corporation... and

the illness caused by 5G roll out, being used as a fake pandemic to pander the genocidal vaccine kill

shots. We have to lynch them all, like the good old days.

Posted On 02/06/2021
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ICONOCLAST

If you want to lynch people you are advocating violence and may pay a penalty. Leave the matter in

the hands of the King of Eternity. He is the only one with the power and authority to take away a life

because his judgements are true and he is also the giver of life.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

grilly111

So there was a big panic in Georgia when it became known local teachers were being vaxxed. There

was a raid on the clinic and ALL the vaccine stock was removed and a 6 month ban put upon them.

Reason: The vax is ONLY for the 65 year olds and older.  These are the ones to be 'seeded and

sickened' to hasten their demise of course.  If it became widely known that a bunch of Georgian

teachers were sickening (and being paralyzed, and dying) en mass, after receiving their vaccination the

penny might just drop that the vaccine is an intended killer, an intended slow killer, however, sometimes

it is not so slow, but hours, especially for the current target of the 65 year olds and older. Yes, it is

indeed a struggle for life in the face of pure evil. A struggle between the ethical, and evil, in medical

science.

Posted On 02/07/2021

 

katndognco

It's late in the day and I'm sure no one will see my post, but I'm still posting! At work I have been very

vocal speaking against mask usage and vaccines. I continue to press the line even though I've been

counseled by mgmt about wearing my mask properly (nose covered), yet still I let it slip most of the

time.  Different mgrs have been off and what I've noticed is if one of the top two is off, the other won't

enforce mask use- So ... guess what I don't wear all day long!!  I've encouraged others through my

actions to also allow their nose out all day or to go hours without a mask before a mgr barks out the

order.
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Lastly, the gal I work next to is intent on being vaccinated.  Today she received a text from a friend who

just received her second round and she's experiencing severe side effects.  I'm hoping my coworker

doesn't follow suit, yet I've stopped offering alternatives such as vitamins, Ivermectin, etc.  I Sgure it's

their choice; drop dead suddenly or die a terribly slow agonizing, miserable death. I'm so grateful to

this site!  So many wonderful people sharing their knowledge and insights. BIG HUGS ; )

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

bgraceg

Saul Alinsky is dancing in his grave (or hell, more likely).

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

joemorgan

This post was deleted because it violated our Terms Of Use 

Comment does not pertain to the topic of the article or does not provide value or insight to the

discussion.

 

Raythe4th

You are an enemy to those who represent truth and freedom. Whether or not you are a paid troll, or

just ignorant matters little. You don’t have to like everything being discussed, but trying to suppress

freedom of speech is evil. Censorship in all forms is evil. You better get your heart right with God

before it’s too late.

Posted On 02/06/2021
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Raythe4th

www.brasscheck.com/.../implosion

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

In the UK every year on the 25th of December there is a woman that appears on the BBC talking to the

nation. I refer to that as the queens peach. Palatable? To some yes, but hearing Barbara Loe Fisher

today  I say was "THAT WAS A PEACH OF A SPEECH. From a queen or princess of truth.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

Raythe4th

This video just got released recently and I felt that it was worth sharing with the community here:

 ugetube.com/.../absolute-proof_YXkpgYodTAHdfz9.html

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

The war is already here, even in this forum, whether we like it or not.  Spiritually it is always there, & the

Bible plainly describes the time in which we Snd ourselves, but even unbelieving men still not utterly

divorced from truth: evident & conscientious, sense it these days!  Ultimately, the battle is for men to

keep their stand on the ground of God's preserved word or be moved to something else which

ambitious & crafty men & women, & the spirit behind them, can craft & control.  Those w/ evident

truth& goodwill conscientiously have a two-legged stance,& a certain stability; while those with the

scriptures & mature in the content, why's, how's & wherefore's concerning them  have the most stable
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three-legged stance for men of body, soul & spirit created in the image of God. The battle always

begins there. But both can stand su^ciently to war a good & decent warfare ending in life.

From the temporal perspective we are experiencing all out war, or total warfare, & it is 4th & 5th

generation. The terrain is human. The weapons are information & cyber.  It is really an outworking of

the same old battle of conscience & soul, & truth is still the key.  But truth is dangerous to given- over

tyrants & would-be gods for truth points the little people (from their warped perspective), their fellow

man, the sheep of God's pasture which they would rob, steal, murder & devour:  men w/ conscience, to

God, the good shepherd & his freedom indeed.  The evil shepherd & his hirelings & ministers would

harness men to serve themselves as the 'higher evolved'/ascended/holders of the secret wisdom etc

 who CANNOT abide truth& will not risk that form of freedom breaking out. That is why the

demoralization is always coupled w/ the dumbing down, to lead men toward the counterfeit freedom of

immorality ending in death instead.  In biblical terms it is John 8 versus 2 Peter 2, for starters. The

unevolved KJB regardless of what men of craft like ol' James White-out have to say

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Jeffrey Prather is not a biblical Christian, but he is a man of good will and wisdom, former

DEA/DIA, familiar with psychological warfare & its evolving forms.  He outed the false narrative

that American guns were arming the Mexican cartels rather than globalist covert governmental

agency partnerships as was the truth, back with Fast & Furious, and rapidly went from 'hero to zero'

as he puts it.  He is now a whistleblower & works with former & current special operations and

policing agency personnel in recognizing & dealing with both the street & organized dupes level of

attack; and more importantly with wrapping one's head around what this new form of warfare is,

and how it works...how to combat it.  Check him out. Most recently, his intel included the report on

what Agent AlSn & his partner were working on when they were shot 'in the line of duty' in Florida.

 There were working on a case on child & human tra^cking and exploitation in a huge international

ring called 'Playpen'.  

Included in his assignment was the Hunter Biden laptop which ties it to the Ukrainian & Chinese

aspects of it.  This DOES link with the war against slavery, whether through medical tyranny against
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those with power to resist the more abject forms Agent AlSn was Sghting, successfully I might

add.  He had put some bad people away for a long time. If we with the power to resist do not learn

to Sght smart & well to win this thing, then we and our own become subject to the most abject &

demeaned forms of slavery.  We must get our heads in the game & think beyond conditioned

programming, but if we dump truth in the doing, then we're just blind & still in a box, or matrix,

however you want to express it.  It's life or death.  Not a game. Incidentally, he calls the

Republican/Democratic show the 'Uniparty Show'.    You gotta get out of the dialectic or you will be

subject to & serving its creators and masters of craft, and the spirit behind them.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

btryan1

Does anyone know when the Barbara Loe Fisher video was made? I know it was made before 2020

since I Srst watched it 2-3 years ago. Thank you

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

mitchess

ugetube.com/watch/juan-o-savin-gerry-foley-wants-you-to-watch-this-vid..       Highly recommended

for all who understand what is going on with the Covid  lie.

Posted On 02/06/2021

 

qdemon08

Sounds like NVIC is the new Bilderberg group

https://articles.mercola.com/members/btryan1/default.aspx
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Posted On 02/06/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

Q demon What a name, but why not satansson? You sound like a slanderer. Your proSle looks like

you are in sheeps' clothing or maybe you made a stupid comment without any justiScation.

Posted On 02/06/2021
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